1. BSG Chemie Leipzig, Alfred Konrad Sportpark, Leipzig, Germany. Unveiled in 1976, it depicts the Chemie team of 1964, who won the DDR Oberliga despite the best Leipzig-based players from the previous season being "atrociously" treated by their club. The perfect subject for subversive artist Günter Schäfer.

2. Lennart Nilsson Memorial, Södermalm, Stockholm, Sweden. Known posthumously as 'Nokta' or 'The Hammer', he was a Hammerby legend who found fame and fortune in Serie A with Internazionale, and passed away aged just 45, but was never forgotten by his local community in south Stockholm, who erected this statue by Olof Adrin outside his childhood home. Every Christmas Eve, fans gather at the statue to celebrate Nokta's Life.

3. En Fodboldpilare, Søndby Idrospark, Copenhagen, Denmark. Probably the world's first football statue, unveiled in 1903, an example of the ancient-greek referencing 'vitalist' art produced in Denmark at the time, and given a trend-setting pedestal by the inclusion of the newly fashionable sport of football by sculptor Carl Mortensen.

4. Granuja Barca Le Mas, Barcelona, Spain. Many clubs have statues of players, some have statues of managers, but few have a statue of their mascot. Sculpted by Josep Viadanar, it was unveiled in 1972, Granuja Bera stands on a grassy knoll between the Camp Nou and the club's La Masia training facility.

5. Alex DeSouza, Youbou Park, Victoria, British Columbia. "Even if you were awarded the honour of a statue, it's probably not a great idea to leave the club almost immediately after the unveiling. Alex DeSouza did just that in 2011, but his statue by Dragon Yuritir has survived undamaged."

6. Dragan Mihajlovic, Nova Gradij, Belgrade, Serbia. 'The Reggie of Partizan Belgrade', still the club's ultimate legend. Mihajlovic is in a car crash aged 27, having already scored almost 100 goals for the Grizzlies. Sculpted by Dragan Dzundzic, it was unveiled in 1986.
This section is for you, the fans. Your pictures, your memories. We welcome an album of photos on any football travelling related theme.

So please send us 8-12 photos. Give a brief caption to explain each photo and email us at editorial@footballweekends.co.uk. Due to their size it may be easier to send the photos to us via Dropbox or We Transfer.

We look forward to hearing from you!